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Abstract

the interpersonal relationship that she maintained with , the heir and her long presumed son. This 

court and its affairs, much after the ascendency and majority of , even going on to outlive her progeny. 

 having to bide his time and await the passing of 

that prevailed in the Naranjo court during the late seventh and eighth centuries.

Resumen

-

Palabras clave: Maya, regencia, Naranjo, Señora Seis Cielo, dominancia materna, epigrafía

1

I have ye harte and sto=mark 
of a kinge ye 
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for I do see that I cannot make my frame of mind hereditary 

INTRODUCTION

The youthful Moon goddess was an exemplar of beauty and of the idealised woman in the mindset 

of the ancient Maya of the Classic period (c. 

tied with this heavenly body in Mesoamerica as well as other Native American and Eastern Asian 

waxing and waning of the moon, often use the predicate huli

, the master of deer, wild animals and 

and domestic scenes give way to a series of vases that appear to depict the young woman giving in 

continues her voyage, as her assailants pursue her ceaselessly as stars. Much more than relating the 

etiology of the moon and her celestial wanderings, these mythic narratives also convey the advent 

and supreme celestial deity, seated together on their throne (K0504, 5166), as archetypes of noble 

demeanour (see Miller and Martin 2004: 51-54).

surprise that the roles, duties and appearance of the earthly consort coalesced with those of the mythic 

this day, the particular intrigues and goings-on of the few extant royal courts around the world are the 

source of much gossip and speculation, much maligned by the weary and envious.

better buffered against disease and thereby had greater physical stature and went on to live longer lives 
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nature and the many analogues at our disposal we can recognise a series of patterns wherein charismatic 

the next generation the cycle, fortunately, begins anew, bringing with it new promise and hope.

on their adversaries. What should be remembered is that these rulers are also the ones that have been 

blessed with lengthy reigns, and it is partly through a combination of features that they have been 

area include the famed K’inich Janaab Pakal

Ajasaaj Chan K’inich2

Classic Maya history (see Grube 2004a: 239). In the case of Pakal the succession to the throne was 

to his lengthy rule and advanced age at death, his eldest son acceded to the throne as Kan Bahlam 

II, at the age of 49, a high age in preindustrial societies. Needless to say, his rule was necessarily 

2

a partial reading of the name (Martin and Grube 2000: 71). With the discovery of Altar 2 at Naranjo we see a more 
complete form of the regnal name ending in Chan K’inich 
form of the name that is also found on the recently discovered Stela 46 (Martin et al. 2016). Concurrently, Marc 

sign does not substitute for the vocalic sign a 

Figure 1. The lunar crescent as the logogram hul
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shorter than that of his father, reigning only a total 18 years. However, another problem presented 

itself because Kan Bahlam II apparently did not have a male issue or any issue at all, and a pattern 

up the throne. Though his junior, he was 57 years old at the time of his accession, reigning as K’an 

Joy Chitam II and ruled for a comparable period of time to his predecessor and brother (  19 years). 

Much as his brother he too seems to have been unable to produce an issue or male heir and therefore 

the throne should have passed to the youngest of the brothers one , but as fate would 

have it, he passed at the age of 43, more than four decades before the death of K’an Joy Chitam II. This 

Chan Mat had two sons, from different wives, and as such the succession was passed agnatically 

 

on Naranjo Stela 3 and Altar 2). The wavy element above the sa 
as , may just be a calligraphic feature of the sa sign. There are in fact good examples of sa signs, with such 

most complete transliteration of the name is , read ajasaaj, involving the rare root as, possibly the verb 
alas 

aaj 
as Ajasaaj Chan K’inich

Figure 2. K’inich Janaab Pakal I (adapted after Miller and Martin 
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and posthumously from father-to-son, to the one who would rule as K’inich Ahku’l Mo’ Naahb III 

(r. 

 (r. c. 

163). The legitimation process of K’inich Ahku’l Mo’ Naahb III was particularly demanding since it 

may be contrived historical events wherein Pakal is said to have appointed his three sons to rule in 

succession, when they were all alive and well, as recorded in the fallen stuccoes of Temple 18 (see 

The lengthy reign of Pakal, while celebrated today as one of the greatest in Maya history, is 

clearly one that offered many challenges to his contemporaries and successors. This is a pattern that is 

seen the world over, wherein long and stable reigns are often followed by short reigns and periods of 

instability, if not outright civil war. This is exacerbated by the interpersonal relations between ruling 

monarch and heir to the throne. A charismatic and energetic ruler is often one who concentrates all 

ahead. Such heirs are thereby often ones that live idle and decadent, if not hedonistic, lives away from 

the court and never learn the art of diplomacy nor the intricacies of government. It therefore follows 

that periods of stability afforded by long reign are followed, time and again, by troubled times and 

disputes in the dynastic succession brought about by the advanced age of the previous incumbent. 

 IV in  752 (Martin and Grube 2000: 127) and at Naranjo, where the reign of Ajasaaj 

Chan K’inich th and 37th successors, 

until the accession of  in 

2004b: 197-200). These periods of unrest may have been triggered by disputes over the succession, 

escalating into outright civil war, with the added intervention of foreign powers meddling in alliances 

and resorting to military incursions.

cannot be overstated, since it inherently had a profound impact on the nation that they ruled. A close 

and nurturing father, one unafraid to delegate and willing to show his son the proverbial ropes would 

psychological realm of the royal few and their complicated interrelationships are often little understood, 

such relations, especially at a psychological level is of paramount importance to a critical evaluation 

of the historical texts at our disposal. It is with precisely this aim that I have examined the texts from 

Naranjo that date to the late seventh and eighth centuries, especially those pertaining to the regency of 

, who has long been presumed to be her son, 

in order to attempt a socio-psychological reconstruction of their interpersonal relationships. As this 

discussions of this approach vis-à-vis the matter of historiography.

WOMEN IN MAYA SOCIETY

women in Classic Maya society. Could women own property outright, could they sever marital bonds 
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women, by all accounts, did not lead antithetical lives, but complementary ones (see Stuart 2003), 

each dominating not only the division of labour, but also gender ideologies and the practicalities of 

precisely the opposite, a stereotype that was fostered by depictions of men and women in courtly 

Stone 2011).

in procreating children and as such represent the clearest means of tracing descent. This is particularly 

true since one can be certain as to who the mother of a child is, whereas in the case of the father the 

issue is often more liable to contention. Also childbirth in preindustrial society was the most perilous 

differing types of afterlives promised, with fallen warriors and women dying in childbirth going on to 

family, as a viable socio-economic unit, to bond with the opposite sex and to procreate, to be a good 

spouse, a good parent, are all ideals of most human societies throughout the ages, and the Classic Maya 

At the level of the nuclear family, whereas emphasis is usually always placed on the relationship 

and son. Much more than the mere procreators of dynastic successors, the role that women are usually 

cast in, the mother of the heir and women in the ancient Maya court at large were also responsible 

Pakal

Sak K’uk’, who hands him the headdress at his coronation, a shell-platelet 

the ritual actions of the mother that provide legitimacy and without this the ruler would be without a 

ritual, based on recent evidence it now seems clear that this headdress as well as the ritual and the lore 

surrounding it all ultimately derive from Teotihuacan. While the origin of the shell-platelet headdress 

a scene incised into the bottom of the vase, depicting a woman wearing a characteristic kechkeemitl 

and is complete with false hair, as is typical of Teotihuacan headdresses (Conides and Barbour 2002: 

Early Classic Teotihuacan and corroborates the important role of women in royal rites as well as their 

pivotal place in performing the rite of succession.

Key concepts that must also be raised in this regard are Maternal Dominance and Matrifocality, 
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conditions and interpersonal relations using these modern labels, although it is conceded that cultural 

differences, then as well as now, exert tremendous pressures on how individuals are able to cope with 

adversity and to express anxiety and emotions. Maternal Dominance is a concept that has wide bearing 

in Anthropological and more recently in Socio-biological literature, since one of the basic stipulations 

and to consolidate their position in the community, but will also, oddly enough exhibit a biological 

as can the veracity of the results of the studies conducted on human populations, the usefulness of the 

label to designate women in positions of power and the associated psychological traits, and how these 

literature, as a pattern wherein strong and charismatic women, who are mothers to sons, tend to 

dominate much of the interpersonal relations in a given community and generally affect the formation 

dominant mothers can be observed to pass away before the mothers themselves, presumably a product 

Figure 3. Iconographic scenes that demonstrate the pivotal role of women in the accession ceremonies in 
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on discussions of whether Classic Maya society was patrilineal or matrilineal, the current evidence 

 

societies that exhibit a low degree of patridominance at the level of the household. A more genuine 

group that it is centred on a woman and children, with the father(s) of these children being only 

intermittently present in the life of the group and occupy a decidedly secondary place. The maternal 

biological mother of (some of) the children (e.g. Smith 1996). As a result, women occupy high status 

in matrifocal societies and control the household economy, whereas males tend to be absent, absences 

and .

FEMALE REGENTS IN DYNASTIC MONARCHIES

This raises the matter of the role of high standing women in Classic Maya society with respect to 

their place in the hierarchy of the court and their relation to the monarch. Were female consorts of the 

monarch divided between the favoured primary consort and secondary ones, co-rulers with their male 

)? 

In these male-dominated societies there were no stipulations for women as supreme and exclusive 

ruler, and for them to survive they needed to assume male roles as well the trappings and titles usually 

restricted to males. In the case of Hatshepsut, she was to be depicted as a male pharaoh and reign under 

us to the subject of female rulers in ancient civilizations, which by all accounts was a rarity in male-

dominated societies. In patrifocal societies latent machismo is typically the norm, often accompanied 

especially when manifested in an assertive, self-conscious and dominating manner. As such, it is 

less that women in ancient societies were excluded for positions of power, it is more that cultural 

that of ruler being the preserve of males.

destined to the minor. It is precisely through these means that some of the most prominent women of 

history gained power, including Hatshepsut

Cixi of China. In these cases, their political careers began in earnest as regents, some going on to 

the interpersonal relations between mother and child, at times straining already trying relations, as is 
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regents also generated a lot of discussion among the males at court, many of whom felt side-stepped 

were worsened by what was seen as improper demeanour, wherein these powerful women, much as 

All of these prominent women were given a good start in life. Hatshepsut the daughter of 

(r. Cixi served as imperial 

concubine from adolescence, to the 9th

Figure 4. a) Queen Hatshepsut

Senenmut

the Chroniques de Saint-Denis (c. 
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1479 ) 4th ruler of the 18th Dynasty, and she gave birth to a daughter, but no son. Instead, it was 

), 

rd

juncture she assumed the regency. Cixi had the fortune of being the only woman in the royal household 

to bear the Xianfeng Emperor (r. 

was made  Emperor (r. 

Cixi assumed the regency of her son.

of Egypt, replete with full regal style (Tyldesley 2006: 95-96). Anne of Kiev distinguished herself as 

obiter dicta

dominorum nostrorum, piisimorum 

regum, Philippi scilicet et matris ejus Agnetis and 3 (Bautier 1985: 

552). With the reins of power secured, Hatshepsut turned her attention on maintaining the borders of 

the territory and a series of military campaigns were waged against vassals to the east and Nubians 

of resources such as wood, minerals, metals and ivory (Tyldesley 2006: 99-100). With state coffers 

replenished these achievements were aptly commemorated and committed to stone, by commissioning 

the construction of a series of temples throughout Egypt as well as restoring others that had fallen into 

disrepair. Interesting is the claim made by Hatshepsut wherein she boasts of personally expunging the 

last ruler of that intrusive dynasty was expelled nearly a century before her ascent to power (Clayton 

Cixi through a series of manipulations and 

culling the administration that was faithful to the previous regime assumed full powers and although 

boy emperor and issued edits that were in favour of her political vision and form of government. Upon 

majority the  Emperor was married to the Jiashun Empress, who was selected by the former 

empress, and rapidly went on to despise Cixi, since the  Emperor spent most of his time with 

his wife (at the detriment of Cixi) and she thereby stood up to her mother-in-law. Suffering from the 

the  Emperor began to unleash his anguish on his servants and found solace outside of the 

1998: 213). Although the  Emperor died without a male heir, Cixi acted swiftly and without 

hesitation by appointing the four-year-old son of her sister to assume the throne, as the Guangxu 

Emperor (r. 

3
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Cixi

her nephew to address her as qin baba 

role in the royal household (New World Encyclopedia 2013). Although Guangxu reached his maturity 

213). But the situation could not last and Guangxu

marrying the Empress Longyu, who was not only cousin to the emperor, but also the niece of Cixi. 

The regency of Cixi

an opulent summer place and eventually funnelling much needed funds for the modernisation of the 

there ever was one. Accentuating what might be described as delusions of grandeur, Cixi, as a devout 

, a bodhisattva embodying 

to exercise power until her last breath in 1908, but not until she appointed Puyi, a nephew of Guangxu, 

Guangxu Emperor passed the 

day before Cixi, and recent forensic tests have revealed the cause of death as arsenic poisoning (Spencer 

2008). As such we can see that Cixi effectively controlled as an autocrat despite the many emperors that 

for their intimacies with men, which were regarded as improper to their stations, perhaps especially 

humble origins who was reputed to have been her lover, an opinion fuelled amid much speculation 

concerning his rapid elevation from tutor to the prestigious title of Steward of Amun (Tyldesley 2007: 

as ruler and represents a brazen disrespect for the monarchy, but it also comments on what was deemed 

to be an unsuitable relation. With her passing in the 22nd

a passionate fancy for Count Ralph III of Valois, a man whose political ambition led him to repudiate 

his wife and to marry Anne in 1062 (Bautier 1985: 553). Amidst accusations of adultery, appeals were 

especially considering his pedigree and planned trajectory. Bearing in mind the many improprieties 

l’Amoureux, and resulting in his own 

court, until 1074 at which juncture Ralph died and Anne, being pardoned by her son, returned to the 

Cixi, she has been deemed of dubious morals, 

awarding high posts to those who enjoyed her company, scratching servants who displeased her and 

In summary, we can see that irrespective of the competency with which female regents rule on 

behalf of the young male that they are meant to guard, tutor and lead, we can see a disproportionate 
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amount of attention being paid to unions with males that are deemed improper on account of their 

uneven status and position, with the males in such unions being typically younger and of lesser 

standing. Sexual relations, real or imagined, practiced by these regents are the subject of profuse 

dynastic succession between the untimely death of a ruler and the assumption of power of a minor, 

focused especially on vassals to ensure their continued obedience, but also on near neighbours to 

and overly power-hungry inferiors.

arrangements and periods characterised exclusively by the usurpation of power. This is not the 

intended impression, not the least since many, if not most, historical regencies have been rather 

uneventful affairs and have served their purpose well as transitional periods, providing bridges over 

potentially troubled successions. However, the illustrative examples explored here, can better guide 

examples are drawn from a variety of cultures and time-periods and yet there are many parallel and 

offering us promising points of analogy and comparison to the case at hand.

-

-

-

blem Glyph as K’uhul Mutu’l Ajaw, ‘divine Mutu’l

 562 and the resulting dynastic disputes over the 

Mutu’l dynasty (Houston 1993: 97-102). As the 

daughter of Bajlaj Chan K’awiil -

ited the ritual privilege of bearing the dynastic title4, and interestingly she often bears the full Emblem 

ix

Ixmutu’l Ajaw, that can be translated as ‘Mutu’l 

Her actual name remains debated since it includes a series of logograms that continue to resist 

decipherment. Comparing the various spellings of her name, the most coherent transliteration seems 

4 In addition to inheriting the Emblem Glyph of the Mutu’l
concerning the problems surrounding the inheritance of EGs by women), she also inherited the distinctive 
Naahbal K’inich

the prerogatives of that dynasty.
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to be: , for which the undeciphered signs are rendered based on their 

(2010: 291-292) has suggested that this represents a polished stone celt and that it may function as the 

logogram 

reading of jalam Ixuuw 5 As such a 

ixwak chan jalam ajaw lem. 

th

wak

is strengthened by examples of names involving, the centipede wak

Martin 1996) who provide lucid syntheses of the dynastic history. These insights have been built 

 2016, 2017). My 

 are tabulated below (Table 1). This table is not 

imagination, as the woman regent, who against all odds, was able to weather the storms of political 

intrigue and war, foster the young Naranjo ruler  to maturity and jointly defeating the foes 

that were massing around them, only to usher in a period of stability witnessing the pinnacle of the 

5 However promising this reading may appear, based on the occurrence of the head-variant of that sign in the 
titular string of , some caution must be exerted concerning the proposed decipherment. 
In the text of Stela 22, the head-variant appears to replace for the canonical 

u-T284v, after the regnal name and preceding the complete emblem glyph. As such it appears to function as 
u-initial logogram, 

u sign serves as a phonetic complement. Any coherent decipherment of T284 in the name of 
.
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Table 1. . The 

dates presented here and in the following tables are expressed in the Julian calendar using the 584286 (GMT+1) 

Long Count Historical Event

28 Aug.  682 9.12.10.5.12

04 Jan.  688 9.12.15.13.7 Birth of 

29 May  693 9.13.1.3.19 Accession of 

01 Mar.  695 9.13.3.0.0

05 Sep.  698 9.13.6.10.4

17 Apr.  699 9.13.7.3.8

23 Jan.  702 9.13.10.0.0

25 Mar.  706 9.13.14.4.2  by 

20 Mar.  710 9.13.18.4.18

02 Dec.  711 9.14.0.0.0

19 Jun.  712 9.14.0.10.0

14 Jan.  713 9.14.1.2.9 Accession of 

 713 9.14.1.3.19 Jubilee of 

24 Sep.  714 9.14.2.15.7 Sakha’ by 

16 Nov.  714 9.14.3.0.0

31 Mar.  716 9.14.4.7.1 Dance pageant celebrated by  and 

04 Apr.  716 9.14.4.7.5

 721 9.14.10.0.0

14 Aug.  725 9.14.13.16.4 , 

11 Jan.  726 9.14.14.5.14

 726 9.14.14.7.2

21 Apr.  726 9.14.14.10.14 Komkom

14 Sep.  726 9.14.15.0.0 and his mother
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gregarious, considering that the portraits are partially nude and the novels published appear under the 

the procreators of regal successors it should come as little surprise that statements of parentage and 

Whereas some parentage statements append such low operative clauses as statements of ownership, 

the contender to, or occupant of, the throne is not in the direct line of succession or is of a cadet line 

Bulu who bore the exalted title of Kalo’mte’ Bajlaj 

Chan K’awiil, ‘he who has raised and axed, the divine Mutu’l

pedigrees were of great importance to her station as regent, underlying her noble birth and her status 

Figure 5. Lady Six Sky, published in 
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local titles that were the prerogative of the Naranjo dynasty. As such it comes as a surprise that the 

parentage of  is almost entirely omitted, or at the very least deliberately 

successors often made recourse to their pedigree to reify their position and rightful claim.6 This view 

6

the name of 

 is not clear in the least, 
although a ruler of Naranjo whose regnal name starts with K’ahk’ is plausible. Considering the line of reasoning 

 or  who was mentioned 
on this stela, especially since the calendrical information is weathered and unclear, although several solutions 

Figure 6.

-
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has now been radically changed, with the discovery of Stela 46, which bears the clearest possible 

of the Naranjo dynasty, styled with a full Emblem Glyph, as his father (Martin et al. 2017: 673-674). 

statements for the majority of 

dynasty that one would expect to see the pedigree of 

, in  726, after he had been on the throne for more than three decades. As such we can 

suspect that the father was of lesser status or drawn from a lesser faction of the court, otherwise, why 

been heir apparent, if he ever was heir presumptive, and that placing him on the throne was fraught 

 with an eye to determining how these hint 

at both commonalities and dysfunctions in their uneasy relationship.

NEGOTIATING POWER: THE UNEASY RELATIONSHIP  
K’AHK’ TILIW CHAN CHAAHK

Ascendency

she saw after the best interests of the monarch as a minor and eventually devolved all political powers 

interests of the regent and were the powers of the monarch curtailed and court intrigues maintained 

 during his minority, 

commenting on the few other documented regencies that we have for the ancient Maya.  These involve 

K’inich Hix Chapaaht of the same 

235-236).  In these cases the identities and roles of the regents are not invisible in the epigraphic 

 did assume the throne 

of Naranjo as the 38th in the dynastic succession, an important claim as to lineal and direct legitimacy, 

been suggested to be.
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although his relation to his father and dynastic predecessor are unclear, not the least since the regency 

 682 is just 

two years after the devastating defeat of K’ahk’ Xiiw Chan Chaahk (r. c.  644-680+) at the hands 

 only had a very tenuous claim to the throne, although undoubtedly of noble 

birth, born of parents that were of relatively low stature at court, possibly distant relations to the royal 

family of K’ahk’ Xiiw Chan Chaahk (r. c. 

 gained the throne through machinations 

monumental record. This can be done by determining the latest date of each monument to approximate 

the date of erection, determining the patron of the monument by considering who is depicted on its 

front and scrutinising its textual passages to assess who is explicitly mentioned as the subject of 

 could indeed be segregated and their temporal incidence 

a clustering of monuments in the early part of the regency when  was a minor, followed 

by a cessation of monuments in her name and a sharp increase in the erection of monuments on the 

idealised model will have to be explained and may serve as a proxy for human behaviour and can 

examined the monumental record from this vantage I can relate that there is a clear correlation between 

the person depicted on the front of a given monument and the number of times that the same individual 

is named in the accompanying texts. As a result it has been relatively easy to parse the monumental 

the hypothesised model is replicated in the plots, as well as much to the contrary. Using these plots 

record, and that she did not erect another monument for the following decade. During precisely the 

same stretch of time  also erected monuments at the start of the record, starting with the 

one monument at the start of the record, which was followed by more than a decade of inactivity, 

and that in the same time period 

record, which spans 

a benevolent regency wherein  is allowed and enabled to assume power, whereas the 

regent progressively steps aside. However, from 

continues erecting monuments in her name, going on to raise at least four stelae in the following 13 

years, whereas 

, at the age of 23, a whole nine years after his accession. Clearly  must have 

reached his majority by that juncture.
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Figure 7. , plotted discrete-

ly, illustrating the monuments they each have erected, as well as those erected conjointly (connected by vertical 
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Stela Pairs

 erected as many monuments as they did, 

it should not come as a surprise that some of these were erected at the same occasion. This happened 

(1960: 464). What is interesting is that the pattern of erecting paired stelae is a feature that is well-

 1992: 

The one great exception to this pattern are the paired stelae of Naranjo, where these appear to 

represent a younger male ruler and a dominant mother acting as regent. Examining the iconography 

of these stelae as well as their placement within the city tells another story, which again I believe is 

2004b: 202), consists of three initial pairs, to which the two additional and later sets are herewith 

Table 2.  

in chronological order

Long Count Monument Protagonist

23 Jan.  702 9.13.10.0.0 Stela 22

Stela 24

 713 9.14.1.3.19 Stela 2

Stela 3

16 Nov.  714 9.14.3.0.0 Stela 30

Stela 29

 721 9.14.10.0.0 Stela 40

Stela 31

14 Sep.  726 9.14.15.0.0 Stela 46

Stela 18
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bar and peers down on a nearly nude and emaciated captive, whose caption informs us that he is the 

stance, standing atop a defeated captive whose glyphic caption relates that he is from K’inichil Chab, 

a locality that is said to have been defeated in both  693 and 698. She is also shown holding a large 

2009: 98-100). The form of the dish suggests that it is a cache vessel that in due course was buried 

as a point of analogy to the heavenly travels of the Moon goddess. In addition to impersonating this 

deity while performing important ritual actions that serve to rededicate one of the most prominent 

shell (Spondylus

ixik ixiim

netted dress and although the object that she holds is eroded and indistinct, it can be said to resemble 

a bloodletter, the handle of which is embellished by a spray of long feathers, presumably those of the 

 on the companion monument are standing atop 

 is again 

a series of items of regalia that are typical of this title7 as well as an incense pouch, a tell-tale sign of 

an individual with sacerdotal duties.

in a ritual act, although the caption that would have commented on the portrayal is sadly lost. Much 

as with Stela 24 she is standing atop of a captive, a stance that is decidedly martial and emulates the 

7

k’an cross signs, denoting the diagnostic element of the martial incarnation of the Teotihuacan Storm god (the 
precursor of the Aztec rain deity 

2004: 88, 2006: 161), in the act of devouring a stylised heart that is shown dripping with blood. It is this last 

the central Mexican highlands during the Epiclassic (
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Figure 8. The paired stelae of Naranjo, arranged into four distinct sets, erected respectively in  702, 713, 714 

 726, repre-

sented by Stelæ 18 and 46 is not illustrated here.
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 is shown standing atop a trampled captive, though here he is performing a nocturnal rite, 

 

 2009: 191-192).

 726. The front of Stela 18 has not survived, but considering the 

at her behest.  In contrast, Stela 46 mentions predominantly  and depicts him brandishing 

a K’awiil sceptre in his right hand and a circular shield in his left, the potent symbols of royal power 

and martial prowess.  Duplicating some of the earlier monuments,  is shown standing atop 

et al. 2017: 673).

Allowing for these stelae as a textual linguistic source, and considering their location, placement 

and context, the narrative provided by these may articulate a wealth of information about the 

paramount importance of these temples to the Naranjo dynasty, and also appears to be the place where 

 is seated upon on Stela 22.8 As such, this stela set is of great import on many levels since 

it represents a salient continuity with the past and a concerted means of solemnly celebrating the more 

recent monarchs at the site. The two monuments, their texts and image play off each and are wholly 

complementary. However, in what may be an attempt at decorum, Stelæ 22 and 24 were not erected 

side-by-side as is the norm for stelae pairs, perhaps as a means of avoiding commentary on the fact that 

The following pair, erected eleven years later, was raised not within the C-Group, but at the 

opposite western end of the site, at the foot of the rather diminutive Str. A-15. Interestingly, Str. A-15, 

along with A-14 and A-16 may form a diminutive triadic group, but if size is any indication, then this 

were erected side-by-side, which is highly indicative of an unhealthy relationship between individuals 

8 Based on associated texts this group appears to have been called Wak Ik’ …nal Hu’un 

a hand sign.
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ways treated  as her spouse, although whether this was deliberate and conscious or not, 

expected to assume some of the roles of a peer-generational husband. Relevant terms to describe such 

emotional incest) and the Jocasta Complex (the incestuous sexual desire of a mother towards her son), 
9 

Raised the very next year and following the pattern seen with the second pair of stelae, the third 

set, was also erected side-by-side, but this time it was erected, pride of place, at the foot of Str. C-9, 

the eastern and largest of the temples of the triadic C Group. As such, if these types of pairs were 

of dysfunctional relation. Interesting in this regard is the fact that standard stelae pairs depict spouses 

, these all face to their right, and 

9 Covert incest typically occurs in families where one parent (the shadow parent) does not actively participate in 
family affairs, thus setting the stage for the other parent (the invasive parent) to turn to a child for emotional support. 

Figure 9. Isometric map of the monumental epicentre of Naranjo, showing the contextual distribution of paired 

stelae and their architectural settings (isometric map adapted after Martin 
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relationship between our two protagonists, there is a dominant pattern of uniformity in the sculptural 

light and treated as ruler.

The fourth set of monuments was only raised 12 years after the penultimate one, and of these 

selected a completely different location for his stela, since it was erected at the foot of Str. D-1, the 

Pek Sa’uul 

Ajasaaj 

Chan K’inich

to commune with Ajasaaj

that support this overall scenario.

facing the central plaza, whereas  saw his monument erected once more in the triadic C 

Group. The erection of Stela 46 in the C Group saw, much as with Stela 22 erected 24 years prior, 

the representation of the toponym of this place on the front of the stelae, indicative of the importance 

of place in both ritual and representational practices. Whereas this review of the placement of stelae 

suggests several important patterns, and may betray some of the aspects of the relation maintained 

majority of their stelae were erected there, although not always as a picture of wholesome unison.

Narrative and Discourse

The reign of  can be divided into several salient and overlapping 

phases. In the initial period, spanning roughly from 

the regency, is characterised by a broad array of military engagements, many to subjugate former 

allies, to regain adjoining territory that was formerly part of Naranjo and also for establishing tributary 

the deeds of the revered Ajasaaj Chan K’inich. During this second phase, which can be said to 

span from 

discovered at Buenavista del Cayo in Belize (Houston  1992), as well as sherds of identical vases 

 during this part of his reign. In addition, a customised vase, bearing 

shows the capriciousness of political interactions at the time, not the least since  is said to 
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Figure 10.

the reign of . K927, 1398, 2085, and 4464 all bear the names and titles of K’ahk’ 

neighbouring uxlajuun tzuk
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 712.10 As such we can infer that the vase was 

produced as a means of securing an alliance following the military engagement and was therefore 

 698 and 712. Similarly, following the defeat of  in  706, 

a local ruler was enthroned under the auspices of  in  713. At around the same time 

between Naranjo and  (Boot 1999) in the latter part of 

Despite the growing tension that can be read from the glyphic texts, much of the established 

we might call a third phase following the period of increasing diplomatic relations, is plagued by 

a complete absence of monuments from  726 onwards and the few monuments that once exhibited 

long texts are now almost completely eroded. Salient examples of this situation are the texts on the 

pertaining to the latter part of the reign, but now unfortunately very little remains legible in these texts. 

Despite weathering, it has been possible to reconstruct much of the calendrical information in these 

texts and to segregate the clauses from one another. This, coupled with access to photographs secured 

unclear.

actions and the rituals that they commemorated to similar events in the past (see also Closs 1985: 72-

determined the patron and major protagonist of each monument, by examining the portrait depicted on 

the front of the monument as well as the references made to agents within the associated texts (Table 3). 

Concerning the texts a few comments are in order, since I have had to concentrate on sentences where 

an agent is explicitly stated or wherein agency expressions are appended as sub-clauses to introduce 

the agent. As it turns out, the majority of sentences have only one argument, and in many cases this is 

can see that there is an intimate correlation between the subject depicted on the front of a monument 

and textual patterns of predominance, such that the main protagonist of a monument is cited more 

 he is cited as agent in 72 % of agential clauses (on average) and in half of the cases he 

agent.11 The reason for this is that  is cited in all her texts, since he is the very basis for her 

10 Bahlam, who had been captured in  698, or is this 
a re-enthronement of the same individual, as vassal of Naranjo, following his defeat? The remaining outlines of 

part of the name appears to be ... Bahlam.
11

Chan Chaahk 
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to deliberately avoid mention of her on his monuments (especially between  702 and 714). A glaring 

exception in this regard comes in 

with Stela 46, from the end of his reign this trend is exacerbated since his mother is mentioned several 

times in the same text in addition to the explicit parentage statement (Table 3). What this analysis of 

the monuments reveals is the measure to which these indeed provide parallel records and how these 

In addition, the earliest texts of the monumental record, in addition to naming 

Chan Chaahk

their respective monuments are not closely correlated with the few times their name the other. In contrast we can 

a situation that changes noticeably in the last course of his reign (see Table 3).

Figure 11.
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more than 895 000 years into the past12

his preferential status only to be supplanted in the texts, between  713 and 726, by mentions to the 

Ajasaaj Chan K’inich (Table 3). As such we see a 

It could well be that the throne was deemed secure and less time was therefore spent on rhetoric 

surrounding the dynastic (re)founding with the discourse now shifting to ambitions of extensive and 

12 The monuments raised at Naranjo concur that the dynastic founder acceded to the throne on the Calendar 
Ajasaaj as well 

as on Stela 1 that was raised by 

side of Stela 1, the distance number that ties the mythic precedent to historical time can be reconstructed as 

12.17.13.8.8.10.10.

Figure 12.

and a reference made to Ajasaaj Chan K’inich : 

Stela 24 (B13-C17), recording the birth of , wherein he is named as 38th successor of the dynastic 

Ajasaaj in 564 
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the dynastic founder are tied to , many of the references to Ajasaaj Chan K’inich are on 

 is in a context 

Similarly, on Stela 46, the mention made of Ajasaaj is in a clause attributing him with the agency 

for a re-founding event in  595 (9.8.2.3.15), set in apposition to rituals performed by 

changing patterns of focus and mirror the growing distance between 

Denouement

Considering the retrospective nature of the textual record that has survived from the regency of 

, we also have to be sensitive to which events 

as agent, and contrasting these to the latest dates of the monuments that they have commemorated 

conjointly, we can see that the monumental record is restricted to a relatively limited window spanning 

over 

Table 3.
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.

the hands of Jasaw Chan K’awiil I in 

K’ahk’ 

two months after the accession of Jasaw Chan K’awiil I, as though both events are somehow causally 

a victorious Jasaw Chan K’awiil
13

said to be ajbaluun sihn14 ajsa’uul

13

th of August  695 
(see also Martin and Grube 2000: 45).
14 This segment is written 9- -ni, wherein the intervening sign may function as a syllabogram. Marc 

the value . Based on these 

Figure 13.  as two discrete linear plots, 

illustrating which parts of the historical narrative are contemporary versus those that are clearly retrospective 
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(Martin and Grube 2000: 76). It is this constellation of historical events that undoubtedly affected and 

is not a contemporary record as such but is mostly retrospective and thereby liable to inaccuracies, 

was struggling to gain control of the court Naranjo and win the favour of its courtiers. Undoubtedly 

removing the opposition proved to be more tedious, demanding and time-consuming than had been 

anticipated. At the very least this casts doubt on the validity of  as legitimate heir to the 

throne and whether his accession was properly sanctioned by the local authorities both secular and 

who the father of  was. Bearing a complete Naranjo Emblem Glyph implies high station 

not coincidental. Had the father been the rightful predecessor, or at least an important and charismatic 

that the father may have been of advanced age and perhaps his absence was brought about by his 

Chan Chaahk rapidly fall into obscurity after  726, with the texts of Stelæ 18 and 46. In fact, 

Naranjo is decidedly plunged into a hiatus period wherein no monument is erected until  746, with 

the dedication of Stela 20, commemorating the accession of  (Martin and 

where the text adorning the edge of a hieroglyphic bench in a residential compound in proximity to the 

royal palace records a series of death statements initiated by a perimortem scattering ritual (Houston 

th/13th

 741, and the passing of a woman whose names and titles bear an uncanny similarity to those of 

values the title can be read as baluun soon or baluun sihn
verbal root sin sihn
Note also si’in

Figure 14. The stucco frieze adorning the eastern end of the upper zone of Str. 5D-57 of the Central Acropolis at 

 Jasaw Chan K’awiil I grasping a captive from Naranjo, following the decisive battle of  695 
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this a convincing case in my opinion. This pivotal date would thereby provide us with a good anchor 

 

he may have succumbed to an untimely death, sometime in his early forties (based on the ux winakhaab 

ajaw title that his son bestows upon him posthumously on vase K7750 as well as on Stela 13).

another is afforded by the texts of Stelæ 18 and 46. The front of Stela 18, which undoubtedly bore an 

texts survive for the most part and these were inscribed in tandem with the erection of the monument 
th of Sep.  726), commemorating the rites 

being incised, the rear text has suffered greatly from spalled limestone, leaving us with a text wherein 

nearly half is completely erased and the remainder is only moderately legible in parts. Nevertheless, 

despite weathering the calendrical information recorded can be reconstructed for the entirety of the 

Figure 15.
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Figure 16. The texts of Naranjo Stela 18. Note that the lateral texts are coeval to the erection of the monument 

in 

Chaahk -

2004.15.6.2.33).

Table 4. The chronological overview of the text on the reverse of Stela 18

Long Count Tzolkin Haab

9.12.10.0.0 9 Ajaw 08 May  682

+              5.12

9.12.10. 5.12 4 Eb 28 Aug.  682

+      2.3.10.12

9.14.13.16.4 14 Aug.  725

G4 +              8.18

H4-G5 9.14.14.7.2  726

G8 +              3.12

H8-G9 9.14.14.10.14 8 Hix 21 Apr.  726

J4 +                7.6

I5-J5 9.14.15.0.0 11 Ajaw 14 Sep.  726
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then jumping 43 years forward to August  725, at which juncture an eroded event is named that 

ties  to the name of his successor  (E7-H3). Interestingly, these 

ch’ok-taak

be a ritual event wherein both participated, on a date when  was still decidedly well and 

alive, serves to bolster the claims of 

 is 

et 

al

Ajasaaj

many ways this segment is one of the most interesting since the verb is immediately followed by ti-

ko-ko (H9b), probably recording a preposition and Komkom

in the corpus of Naranjo as a place that is the target of numerous martial actions (Houston et al. 1992: 

507-508). The segment ch’ok-taak follows suit (G10). There are multiple possible interpretations, one 

Komkom that were somehow defeated, but perhaps it 

ch’ok-taak segment as a rejoinder of the subjects previously mentioned, 

that is the young Naranjo dynasts (see Grube and Martin 2004: 137). Despite these ambiguities, this 

pivotal sentence is closed by another, headed by the agency expression uchabjiiy (H10), that serves 

not otherwise allow the causative factor behind the verb to be conveyed. Although the name (I1) and 

and her Emblem Glyph, which are followed by what appear to be the names and titles  

(J2-J3), preceded by a relational expression (I2), possibly yitaaj

 726, duplicating precisely the same date as that of the original lateral 

its retrospective nature, the scribes have also been careful to weave the narrative with that already 

rendered on the monument, in order to avoid any overt anachronisms of which surely some overtones 

are perceptible. What is troubling about this account is that this is the text that appears to have been 

added rather belatedly to legitimise the claims of  to the throne. However, whereas the thrust 

of the incised text is clear, as one that serves to bolster the claims of to the succession, it 

should be recalled that 

 appear to be mentioned three times each, and as such, this follows the pattern 

appended by 

contrived accession of .

Very little of 

and Martin 2004: 139-141). The reason for this is that  was captured in 

 744, during a strategic surprise raid orchestrated by the 
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 is shown defeated, humiliated and bound at 

its economy (one surmises that Naranjo was reduced to tributary relation, paying indemnities to the 

victorious state), thereby deepening all the more the hiatus that Naranjo was already plunged into. 

However, who was  in relation to his predecessors 

that , who acceded in 755, made it abundantly clear that he was the 

son of  of 

2004: 143). Thus, the omissions of similar statements on the part of both  

and , who acceded in 

this may seem as though much is being made from negative evidence, the fragments at hand are 

nonetheless very suggestive. Whereas established consensus suggests that the earliest mention to 

Mayuy Chan Chaahk is found on Stela 18, and dated to c. 

extant corpus reveals that two additional mentions are made to  on both Stelæ 1 and 28, 

dated respectively to  702 and 719 (see Martin 1996: 231). This pushes mentions to him in the local 

or  is Stela 1 in  702. As such, 

towards the end of the reign of 

present early on, albeit in a more secondary role. Instead of being an ostensible offspring of K’ahk’ 

 as some have suggested (Martin and Grube 2000: 78), it now seems much more probable that 

Mayuy was a younger sibling of , although whether they both shared the same parents, or 

both  and  are referred to as ch’ok-taak, as though there were generational 

peers. In addition, the relationship glyph on that same stela, which ties  to  (G2), 

closes with the term -winik, and as such may well have recorded a male sibling term (see Stuart 1997: 

5). The examples found on Stelæ 1 and 28 can be read 

that these record pre-accession, or youth names, thereby giving these an air of authenticity, since the 

power to a younger sibling, rather than allowing the crown to pass to the offspring of . This 

 741, it 

may not be coincidental that we see mentions made to 

was testing its adversary, shortly after his accession to the throne. As such,  may have been 

, only being able to assert himself after the 

Chan Chaahk following the verb and that of  at the end of clause, yet there 

a name and the third a relationship expression involving … winik. If this is correct, then this important 

clause of Stela 18 records not only the names of these two individuals, but also a third. Comparing 

K’ahk’ 

 last, leaving once more a third intervening name. The name recorded on Stela 1 is weathered 
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and unclear but appears to record a chan chaahk

(Grube 2002: 344-347). The outline can be made out on Stela 18, but here the initial segment is 

clearer and may record #-ba-la-ja, thereby yielding the affective verb bajlaj, also seen in the name of 

name should be read  (Martin et al. 2017: 670-671). Intriguingly, the nominal 

segment of  on Stela 20, not only records his throne name (B1-B2), but 

is preceded by another that is only partially preserved (A5-A6). Considering the examples that we 

have wherein certain rulers maintain their youth name even after accession, these are typically used in 

 is a youth 

name, and intriguingly the initial part of the name on Stela 20 is written ba-la, possibly spelling the 

same name that we see recorded on Stelæ 18 and 46. As such, , may be 

Figure 17. Two of the earliest mentions to  at Naranjo, apparently using his pre-

accession or youth name  Nah Sa’, as seen on a) the left side of Stela 1 and b) the front of Stela 28 

and 2004.15.6.3.6).
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Pakal

, and the succession proceeded 

that it follows the predictive model wherein lengthy reigns tend to be followed by a rapid succession 

of shorter reigns, each one unstable due to the relatively advanced age of the incumbents at their 

 682 until 

Classic Maya reigns on record, bested only by a handful of long-reigning monarchs15 even though she 

personify Ajasaaj Chan K’inich, the longest reigning monarch of the Classic period.

15 These are: Ajasaaj Chan K’inich of Naranjo with a stunning 69 years, K’inich Janaab Pakal
68 years, Bahlam
and

Figure 18. and  

as well as the possible references to 
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 and encouraged us to reconsider some of the basic 

the latter bides his time and aspires to a position of authority that he has been groomed for. As we have 

between often tenuous successions. 

local male homologue, irrespective of whether he was the ruler or even a close member of the royal 

we still need to account for the relative absence of 

relationship with him and that upon his death he was essentially expunged from the historical record, 

decades separate the accession of  to the mention of the parentage. Alternatively, the father 

 695, and thereby constituted 

a blemish on the court, after which it was deemed best to erase him from the historical narratives. 

Another male may well have intervened in such a scenario, thereby greatly complicating the plot, 

arrival to Naranjo, as recorded on Stela 29 (and dated to 

are said to yita-hul

regent deemed them important enough to be commemorated on what one might call her arrival saga. 

deeds to those of prestigious forebears, often times erecting monuments at precisely the same ritual 

sites, as if to underscore a more direct and tangible connection with the past.

The relation between 

throughout the remainder of his reign, and allowing for the many monuments raised by the regent 

says a lot about the role that

surrogate husband to a dominant mother. Whereas this may not have had much impact on the ruler in 

his youth, during puberty and certainly as an adult, this cannot have been an easy predicament to cope 

with and points to an unhealthy relationship between parent and child. That being said, however, much 

territory, tributary relations, diplomatic alliances, and ties of vassalage.

As an instance wherein a female regent acted as de facto ruler, asserting authority beyond the 

much discussion then, just as it still continues to fascinate us today. The sudden disappearance of 

 731 (9.15.0.0.0) and 741 (9.15.10.0.0), 

are strong indications that the ruler succumbed to a sudden and untimely death, which visibly deprived 
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Emperor, during the regency of Cixi, when he was just 19 years of age, presumably the product of 

disease coupled with psychological damages. In order to maintain her station, Cixi thereby introduced 

she may have resorted to the same recourse, which may explain the presence of a youthful , 

about these early mentions is that these all appear to record his youth name, a telling sign that these are 

contemporaneous references. Noteworthy in this regard are the mentions made to  on Stelæ 

18 and 46 by his full regnal name betraying some sort of ascendancy in the accounts. Even if this is the 

correct reconstruction of events we can see that  was left in the long shadow of the regent, 

since he does not appear to have raised monuments locally and he only comes into sharper focus upon 

and the following ruler 

tacit by the texts of Stelæ 1 and 18.

ruling monarch, a pattern that in large measure can be said to follow a succession pattern of agnatic 

Pakal de 

facto

is only upon the passing of 

 come to throne as , 

in 

after witnessing the demise of what may have been at least two male relatives. It is this accession that 

strong and charismatic sovereigns. Whereas these are far from the last words on this central chapter of 

refuting some of the explanations espoused in this study.

5th 

Cracow Maya Conference

Kupprat, Jesper Nielsen and to Rosa-Maria Worm Danbo for carefully reading and commenting on 

to Sergio Gomez Chávez for permission to reproduce the incised vase discovered in the excavations at 
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